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Abstract
The standard method of target synthesis for hybridization to Affymetrix GeneChip®
expression microarrays requires a relatively large amount of input total RNA (1-15
micrograms). When small biological samples are collected by microdissection or other
methods, amplification techniques are required to provide sufficient target for
hybridization to expression arrays.  One amplification technique used is to perform two
successive rounds of T7-based in vitro transcription. However, the use of random
primers required to re-generate cDNA from the first round transcription reaction results
in shortened copies of the cDNA, and ultimately the cRNA, transcripts from which the 5'
end is missing.  In this paper we describe an experiment designed to compare the
quality of data obtained from labeling small RNA samples using the Affymetrix Small
Sample Target Labeling Protocol V 2 to that of data obtained using the standard
protocol.
We utilized different preprocessing algorithms to compare the data generated using both
labeling methods and present a new algorithm that improves upon existing ones in this
setting.
Introduction
Several recent studies have investigated the reliability of gene expression measures
obtained using amplified RNA in both cDNA arrays and Affymetrix GeneChips® [1-9].  In
most cases the investigators conclude that amplified RNA produces quality microarray
data.  They find that the expression levels of amplified samples are highly correlated to
one another and have reduced, but significant, correlation with non-amplified samples.
Some of these studies have compared methods for sample preparation and
amplification, to develop optimal laboratory protocols [8,9].  To date, however, little effort
has been made to optimize data processing procedures for microarray studies using the
alternative labeling strategies required for labeling small amounts of RNA.
For many microarray platforms there is probably little that can be done beyond
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identifying and marking bad players among the probes.  Affymetrix GeneChips®, where
multiple probes are used to measure expression for each transcript, are a possible
exception.  The position of each probe within an amplified transcript influences the
intensity value of the probe and those that are more 3’-ward are expected to be more
reliable than probes taken from the 5’ end of a transcript.
Our goals in this study are to investigate the distributional differences between data
generated under the two protocols, and to compare probeset summaries with respect to
performance on data obtained from both protocols. In the remaining sections we briefly
describe the data, and the data analyses used and then present results. In the
discussion we make specific recommendations about the processing and use of data
from both protocols.
Materials and Methods
Human total RNA from breast, cervix, and testes (Clontech) was mixed to create two
composite samples. The first is ninety percent breast and ten percent testes, the second
ninety percent cervix and ten percent testes. This mixture strategy permits us to assume
that forty-five Y-linked genes in the testes sample should be identically expressed in the
two mixtures.  However, since these genes are present only in the testicular tissue,
which comprises only 10% of each sample, we do not expect to see a typical range of
expression values. Nonetheless, these genes offer particular insight into the differences
between the two protocols. For all other chromosomes, we expect many genes to be
differentially expressed in the two mixtures.
Human total RNA (Clontech) was obtained from both male (testes) and female tissues
(breast and cervix) and mixed to make two separate samples (90% breast/10% testis
and 90% cervix/10% testis) that serve to illustrate differential gene regulation for many
probe sets. The 10% testis RNA provides a background set of forty-five Y-linked genes
that should not show differential regulation between the two samples and offer particular
insight into the differences between the two labeling protocols.
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From both RNA mixture samples six technical replicates were labeled each by the
Affymetrix standard method (10 _g each) and by the Affymetrix Small Sample Target
Labeling Protocol Version 2 method (50 ng each) [10].  The resultant targets were
hybridized to twenty-four Affymetrix HGU133A GeneChips® according to standard
procedures [11].
In the Affymetrix GeneChip® platform, substantial data processing is required after
image analysis to obtain expression level measurements. In this paper, we compared
results obtained using three different processing algorithms:  Affymetrix’s MAS 5.0 [11],
RMA [12] and a new protocol called sRMA (for small-sample RMA) introduced for the
first time here.
The small-sample version of RMA uses the same background adjustment and cross-
chip normalization procedure as the standard RMA algorithm and, in keeping with the
RMA philosophy, uses a robust linear model to summarize probe level expression
values. Specifically, we model background adjusted and normalized probe intensities as
log2(Yijk)=θik+φjk+εikj, i=1,...,I, j=1,...,J, k=1,...,K.  Here, k represents array, i represents
probeset, and j represents probe, θ represents a quantity proportional (in the log scale)
to the amount of RNA, φ represents a probe-specific effect, and ε, representing
measurement error, is assumed to have a probe-specific variance σ2ij.  The standard
RMA algorithm uses median polish [13], an ad-hoc robust procedure, to estimate θ, but
code has recently been made available to fit the model above using formal, robust
statistical procedures [14].  The new implementation accommodates user-defined
weights for each probe and sRMA takes advantage of this by weighting the contribution
of each probe according to its relative 5'/3' position in the transcript using the inverse of
the position specific coefficient of variation (see Figure 1).
Specifically, for the jth probe of the ith probeset, we define αij to be the relative 5'/3'
position of the probe within its transcript, a number between 0 and 1. We compute the
position dependent effect by regressing log-scale intensity values log2(yijk) on the αij
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values. To compute the position dependent variance we estimated probe-specific
standard deviations σij  using the replicate GeneChips® and regressed these on the αij
values.  The α dependent standard deviations and effects were used to compute the
coefficient of variation which then defined the weights. All computations were done using
the R language and packages from the Bioconductor Project [15,16].
Results and Discussion
A plot of the raw probe level data for each GeneChip® does not show any clear,
systematic difference in intensity distribution between the two protocols (supplemental
Figure 1). However, a simple clustering algorithm can separate the arrays from the two
protocols almost perfectly (supplemental Figure 2). These differences can be explained
by looking at the effect of α on the probe intensities. Specifically, if we regress log
intensity values against α, we obtain very different slopes for the amplified and standard
protocols (Figure 1a).  As is expected, the additional round of amplification in the Small
Sample Protocol labeled targets results in lower expression levels (Figure 1a) and
greater variation (Figure 1b) for probes at the 5' end of a transcript as compared to
probes from the 3' end (Figure 1a).
To better understand the post-processing effects of these differences, we looked at log-
fold- changes for the forty-five genes specific to the Y-chromosome in various two-chip
comparisons. These genes should not show differential expression; thus their log-fold-
chages should be 0.  The variation among these fold changes is higher after the second
round of amplification (Figure 2).  However, with RMA and sRMA the increase is not
substantial and even the most extreme log fold changes are quite close to 0 as
expected.
Although the second round of amplification clearly affects data, the adverse effect on
downstream results may be minor. To see this, let us consider
the most common application of microarray technology: identifying differentially
expressed genes.  We ask the question of how well results from a study using the small-
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sample protocol agree with results obtained using the standard protocol.  We compared
lists of various sizes using CAT plots [17]. That is, we identify the n most differentially
expressed under each of the two competing protocols, and plot the percentage of
common genes as a function of n. We used two different measures of differential
expression to construct the lists, the moderated t-test [18]  (Figure 3a) and also the
average log-fold-change (Figure 3b).  Using RMA we obtained good agreement between
the lists.  Some improvement is possible with sRMA, though the advantage over
standard RMA is small.
To assess the statistical significances of the differences between the different
expression measures we used a resampling scheme.  Specifically, we randomly chose
sets of 3 arrays from each sample type and looked at agreement between results from
the two protocols.  The 90% confidence intervals for the agreements in lists of size 100
obtained using moderated t-tests obtained from the permutation procedure were (51%,
61%), (64%, 81%), and (63%, 81%) for MAS 5.0, RMA, and sRMA respectively.  For
fold-change the intervals were (48%, 57%), (80%, 91%), and (81%, 91%).  Results for
several other list sizes were similar, in each case confidence intervals RMA and sRMA
were nearly identical throughout.
For comparison, we repeatedly split the 6 standard protocol replicates into two random
groups of 3 and tested agreement there. The results (not shown) were comparable to
those described above and, in fact, the 90% confidence intervals calculated for the
standard/standard comparison in every case substantially overlapped those calculated
for the standard/small-sample comparison.
These results are very encouraging. There is a good deal of agreement between results
obtained utilizing the two protocols, especially when robust methods are used to
summarize probe level data.  Weighting the contribution of each probe by position
slightly reduces the bias introduced under the small sample protocol, and improves
agreement between gene lists obtained under the two processing methods.  There is
also slight improvement in variance, since the more variable probes are less influential.
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Based on the results of our study we give the following specific recommendations:
• When possible use either standard or small sample protocol, although it is
reasonable to combine them.
• Comparative measures like differential expression will be more similar than
absolute measures like expression level.
•  When small sample data is used to verify an exploratory finding obtained with a
less pure sample, the differences are probably less important.
It appears that the small-sample protocol leads to reproducible estimates of expression,
although these may differ somewhat from measures of expression obtained under the
standard protocol.  It is probably better to use small sample data alone rather than
mixing it with data prepared under the standard protocol.  However, this separation may
not always be feasible.  In particular we can foresee that an exploratory study using a
larger and less pure tissue sample might be followed by a confirmation study using RNA
obtained from a purer set of cells.  In comparing results from these two, it is reassuring
to know that results are as reproducible as possible.
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Figure Legends
1. Effect of amplification on probe-level data. A) Smooth lines were fitted to a scatter
plot of the log intensities of each probe against the relative 5'/3' (or should this be
3’/5’? position in the transcript.  Each line represents a different chip. The
different colors/line-types represent the different protocols.  B)  We computed
probe-specific standard devtiations of log intensities using the replicated chips.
The lines were obtined by smoothing a scatter-plot of these standard deviations
against the relative genomic position.
2. Box-plots of the log-fold-changes for the genes on the Y chromosome. The
experiment was designed so that these genes are not expected to change; thus
all log-fold-changes should be 0.  A box-plot is shown for each of the pre-
processing algorithm we considered.
3. CAT plots showing agreement in differential expression.  The colors represent the
different pre-processing algorithms. A) Lists created using moderated t-tests. B)
Lists created using fold-change.
Supplemental Figure Legends
1. Box-plots of the probe-level log intensities for all chips hybridized in the study.
2. We used hierarchical clustering with correlation on the log-intensity of all
probes as a similarity metric. The heatmap was organized using the results of
this clustering algorithm. Although the all probes were used for the clustering
procedure only 1000 probes are shown in the heatmap. These were the 1000
genes with most variance across chips and were clustered for the heatmap.
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Figure 2
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Supplemental Figure 1
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